ON-BOARD FARE SYSTEM

®

CardQuest
Compact Fare Device
The Genfare CardQuest maximizes convenience with the integration of flexible
fare media options into either a stand-alone device or in cooperation with a full
fleet of fareboxes.
The CardQuest delivers reliability by providing a wide
variety of traditional and electronic fare media options
for passengers and transit agency operators.
CardQuest can serve a variety of transit lines and
systems with its unique and flexible mounting options
and large selection of adaptable fare media.
We are in the business of helping people use and
manage public transportation systems. We have and
will continue to deliver the technology leadership and
product innovation you would expect from the
company that helped create the industry.

Highlights:
·· Uses proven Genfare technology, including TRiM®
ticket processing units, high speed infrared data
probing and data system.
·· CardQuest can be adapted to a variety of transit 		
systems based on the agency's needs, including 		
bus, BRT, light rail and paratransit.
·· Issues tickets or receipts from internal cassette.
·· Backlit LCD screen is easy to view for passenger 		
convenience.
·· Compact, portable design which operates as a 		
stand-alone device or in cooperation with a fleet 		
of fareboxes.
·· Modular design allows for easy maintenance.

RESPONDING TO RIDER AND AGENCY NEEDS

Why CardQuest?
·· Configurable fare media allows for the
use of smart cards and magnetics in
a device that validates, deducts fares
and prints and issues tickets.
·· Fare structure configuration allows for
a variety of fare media options based
on agency needs.
·· The OCU creates ease of use for
bus operators and improves boarding
speeds.
·· CardQuest provides communication
through audible and visual messages
to aid patrons while boarding.

CardQuest is available in both
rear and side mounting options.
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